Building Smarter
Systematic Volatility
Strategies
Rapidly develop, test and launch new
systematic strategies with SigTech’s
next-gen quant technologies.
Python-based and cloud-hosted,
our platform integrates a robust
backtest engine and analytics with
curated datasets including rates,
FX, commodities and volatility.

Next-gen quant technologies
for volatility traders
and investors
Rapid adaptation to new economic environments is vital for volatility
fund managers in gaining a competitive advantage for both finding alpha
and managing risk. Researchers and traders have to evaluate increasing
volumes of complex data to identify trading signals.
SigTech has developed a suite of cloud-hosted technologies that
enable users to research, backtest and deploy new systematic strategies faster than ever before.
Python-based, multi-asset and cloud-hosted, SigTech eliminates the
expensive upfront costs of infrastructure build, giving you an edge in
alpha generation from day one.

Access a rich universe of
curated market and
alternative data sets
Leverage SigTech’s wide range of cloud hosted and fully managed data lakes.
All data available through our platform is cleaned, validated and harmonised,
making it instantly usable. Or, integrate your existing data sources via our
frictionless data onboarding APIs.
Examples of volatility and alternative data available via SigTech:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Commodity futures
Commodity volatility surfaces
Listed commodity option chains
Commodity analytics
Stock, production levels
GDP, NFP, PMI, employment, inflation
Global risk indicators

Accelerate your
alpha generation with
pre-built modules and
trustworthy backtests
Test new ideas faster than ever before by customising our
existing building blocks. Achieve consistent results between live
trading and backtests by factoring in real-life trading costs and
market structures.
SigTech’s research and
backtesting technology includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Historical performance and PnL attribution
Strategy characteristics and constituent analysis
Customisable reports
Transaction Cost calibration
Data API calls within research
Open Source packages (numpy, pandas, scikit learn, scipy, etc.)
Position sizing, scenario analysis and stress testing

Manage your entire workflow
from ideation, prototyping
and execution, in one
integrated platform
Systematic strategies require sophisticated solutions.
Streamline your process with one end-to-end platform to
spend less time connecting disparate research tools and
production environments.
SigTech’s end-to-end solution:
•
•
•
•

Elastic cloud computing
Data Integration API
Backtesting engine
Pricing & Analytics

• Flow and results extraction API
• Live strategy deployment & monitoring
• Production integration with execution
venues with feedback loop
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Extensive Instrument Coverage
for Volatility Managers
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FX vanilla, barrier and digital options
FX variance swaps
Commodity options
Equity Index options & variance swaps
Bond future options
Swaptions
ETF options

Get in touch
SigTech’s team of volatility specialists
is available to answer any questions or
discuss your specific needs.
To take the next step, please contact
hello@sigtech.com
sigtech.com
SigTech
London
82 Baker Street
London, W1U 6TE
UK
New York
20 W 22nd St
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USA

